The quality of many optimizations and analyses of parallelizing compilers depends signi cantly on the ability to evaluate symbolic expressions and on the amount of information available about program variables at arbitrary program points. In this paper, we describe an e ective and uni ed symbolic evaluation framework that statically determines the values of variables and symbolic expressions, assumptions about and constraints between variable values and the condition under which control ow reaches a program statement. We introduce program context, a novel representation for comprehensive and compact control and data ow analysis information. Program contexts are described as rst order logic formulas which enable us to use public domain software for standard symbolic manipulation. Computations are represented as algebraic expressions de ned over a program's problem size. Our symbolic evaluation techniques comprise accurate modeling of assignment and input/output statements, branches, loops, recurrences, arrays and procedures. E ciency and accuracy are highly improved by aggressive simpli cation techniques. All of our techniques target both linear as well as non-linear expressions and constraints. A variety of examples, including program veri cation, dependence analysis, array privatization, communication vectorization and elimination of redundant communication is used to illustrate the e ectiveness of our approach. We present results from a preliminary implementation of our framework as part of a parallelizing compiler that demonstrate the potential performance gains achievable by employing symbolic evaluation to support program parallelization.
Introduction
It is widely accepted 29, 47, 48, 8, 9, 46, 39] that current parallelizing compilers are not very e ective in optimizing parallel programs that fully utilize the target multiprocessor system. The poor performance of many compiler analyses can be attributed to ine ective parallelization of programs (for instance, High Performance Fortran HPF 34] and Fortran 90 40] ) that have a strong potential for unknowns such as number of processors and sizes of allocateable arrays. Some compilers have a problem to make the relationship between a program's problem size (input data, array and machine sizes, etc.) and analysis information explicit. This relationship is crucial for performance driven optimization. Some others have poor capabilities to analyze dependences between references with linearized subscripts and non-linear terms in subscript expressions. Non-linear terms can stem from recurrences or tiling with symbolic block sizes 5]. Commonly, compilers do not employ interprocedural analysis at the cost of analysis accuracy 32]. Ine ective approaches to gather and propagate su cient informationabout variables through the program continues to have a detrimental impact on many compiler analyses and optimizations 9, 47, 48] . As a consequence worst case assumptions are frequently made or program analysis is done at runtime which increases the execution overhead. Therefore, sophisticated symbolic analysis that can cope with program unknowns is needed to alleviate these compiler de ciencies.
Recent developments in parallelizing compilers have resulted in an increased use of symbolic analysis to support the detection of parallelism and optimization of programs. Parafrase- 2 41, 29] and Nascent 27] introduced symbolic analysis to recognize and compute closed forms of induction variables. Parafrase-2 also applies symbolic analysis for dependence testing, eliminating dead-code, and scheduling of parallel loops. The Parascope project 35] included interprocedural symbolic analysis. In the Polaris restructuring compiler 11] symbolic analysis supports range propagation (lower/upper bounds of symbolic expressions), array privatization and dependence testing. The Paradigm compiler 46] incorporates a commercial symbolic manipulation package to improve parallelization of programs for distributed memory architectures. The SUIF compiler 31] employs linear symbolic analysis for scalar, array and interprocedural analysis.
Previous approaches on symbolic compiler analysis frequently have several drawbacks associated with them:
restricted program models (commonly exclude procedures, complex branching and arrays)
analysis that covers only linear symbolic expressions insu cient simpli cation techniques memory and execution time intensive algorithms unstructured, redundant and inaccurate analysis information, and complex extracting of analysis information additional analysis is required to make the important relationship between problem size and analysis result explicit recurrences are frequently not supported at all or separate analysis and data structures are required to extract, represent, and resolve recurrence systems.
Furthermore, in order to build e cient symbolic analyses which can e ectively support parallelization of programs, there is a need to express values of variables and expressions as well as the (path) condition under which control ow reaches a program statement. Some approaches 32, 30, 13] do not consider path conditions for their analysis. Without path conditions the analysis accuracy may be substantially reduced. More recent work 48] is based on an existing representation of analysis information. For instance, G-SSA form 3] commonly requires additional algorithms to determine variable values and path conditions. G-SSA form does not represent this information in a uni ed data structure. We are not aware of an approach that combines all important information about variable values, constraints between them, and path conditions in a uni ed and compact data representation. Moreover, it has been realized 46] that systems with interfaces for o -the-shelf software are critical for future research tool and compiler development. Approaches that rely on specialized representations for their analysis are commonly forced to re-implement standard symbolic manipulation techniques which otherwise could be taken from readily available software packages.
In order to overcome or at least alleviate many of the de ciencies mentioned above, we present a novel and uni ed compile time framework. It is based on symbolic evaluation and combines both data and control ow analysis. In the center of our framework is a new representation of analysis information, the program context, which includes the following three components:
variable values assumptions about and constraints between variable values, and conditions under which control ow reaches a program statement.
A main advantage of our approach is that every component of program contexts can be separately accessed at well-de ned program points without additional analysis. We describe an algorithm that can generate all program contexts by a single traversal of the input program. Program contexts are speci ed as rst order logic formulas which is a general representation and enables us to use o -the-shelf software for standard symbolic manipulation techniques. Computations are represented as symbolic expressions de ned over the program's problem size. By avoiding renaming of data objects our symbolic evaluation is more amenable to maintain the critical relationship between a program's problem size and resulting analysis information. This relationship is important for performance-driven program optimization. Our symbolic evaluation framework accurately models assignment and input/output statements, branches, loops, recurrences, arrays (including indirect accesses) and procedures. Recurrences are detected, closed forms are computed where possible and the result can be directly retrieved from well-de ned program points. Detecting recurrences and nding closed forms for recurrences are decoupled which simpli es extending our recurrence solver ( nds closed forms based on recurrence systems). All of our techniques target both linear as well as non-linear symbolic expressions and constraints.
We intensively manipulate and simplify symbolic expressions and constraints based on a system which we have built on top of existing software 42, 50] . We will describe a variety of new techniques to simplify program contexts. Furthermore, we have developed several novel algorithms 24, 25, 23] for comparing symbolic expressions, computing lower and upper bounds of symbolic expressions, counting the number of solutions to a system of constraints, and simplifying systems of constraints. While previous work mostly concentrated on symbolic analysis for shared memory architectures this research also supports symbolic compiler analysis for distributed memory architectures covering symbolic dependence testing, array privatizing, message vectorization and coalescing, communication aggregation and latency hiding.
We do not know of any other system that models a similar large class of program constructs based on a comprehensive and uni ed analysis representation (program context) that explicitly captures exact information about variable values, assumptions about and constraints between variable values, path conditions, recurrence systems, and side-e ect information of procedure calls. Although we have examined our framework for Fortran programs, the underlying techniques are equally applicable to any similar imperative programming language.
Empirical results based on a variety of benchmark codes demonstrate among others the need for advanced analysis to handle non-linear and indirect array references, procedure calls and multiple exit loops as covered by our symbolic evaluation. Most conventional approaches cannot e ectively handle such program constructs. Furthermore, we will show the e ectiveness of our approach for a variety of examples including program veri cation, dependence analysis, array privatization, communication vectorization and elimination of redundant communication.
We have implemented a prototype of our symbolic evaluation framework which is used as part of the Vienna Fortran Compilation System (VFCS) 5] { a parallelizing compiler for distributed memory architectures { and P 3 T 21, 22] { a performance estimator { to parallelize and optimize High Performance Fortran programs 34, 5] for distributed memory architectures.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Preliminaries are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe our symbolic evaluation framework. This includes techniques for computing path conditions and values of symbolic expressions. We will further illustrate how to model assignment and input/output statements, branches, loops, recurrences, arrays and procedures. In Section 4 we introduce an algorithm for automatically generating program contexts for every program statement as used by symbolic evaluation. Preliminary results of a prototype implementation are shown in Section 5 which demonstrate the bene ts of the proposed method. Related work will be discussed in Section 6. Section 7 will give our conclusions.
Preliminaries

Program Model
A control ow graph (CFG) of a program is de ned by a directed ow graph G = (N; E; x; y) with a set of nodes N and a set of edges E. A node n 2 N represents a program instruction (statement), an edge (m; n) 2 E indicates transfer of control between instructions m; n 2 N. x and y are respectively the unique start and end node of G, which are assumed not to possess any predecessors and successors. succs(n) and preds(n) correspond to the set of successor and predecessor nodes of n. A path in G is a sequence of nodes n 1 ; :::; n k ], where 81 i < k the following holds: n i+1 2 succs(n i ). Every node n 2 N is assumed to lie on a path from x to y.
Our loop model is based on natural loops that are detected by using dominator information 2]. We consider only reducible control ow graphs and loops. We assume that there are no jumps into the loop body from outside. Each loop has a unique header which dominates all nodes in the loop body. Note that a loop may have several exits. We use an extended CFG similar to that proposed in 19, 27, 32] by inserting several arti cial nodes without side-e ects in the original CFG. This includes preheader, postbody and postexit nodes (see Figure 1) . A preheader node, PH, is inserted such that it has only the header as successor and all edges which formerly entered the header from outside the loop instead enter the preheader. A postbody node, PB, is inserted such that it provides a target for all loop back edges. An edge is inserted from the preheader to the header and another edge from the postbody to the header. For each edge exiting the loop, a postexit node, PE, is inserted outside the loop, between the source (loop exit node within the loop body) of the exit edge and the target (outside the loop). These changes cause threefold growth in a CFG at worst. In the remainder of this paper a CFG refers to the extended CFG if not mentioned otherwise. We exclude alias analysis, as implied for instance by pointers and EQUIVALENT statements in Fortran 90 which goes beyond the scope of this work.
Manipulating and Simplifying Symbolic Expressions and Constraints
In order to provide a useful framework for manipulating symbolic expressions and constraints, we have implemented an interface 45] to Mathematica T M 1 via MathLink T M 50]. Our framework has been developed primarily based on Mathematica's support for pattern matching and transforming rules to rewrite expressions. Note that Mathematica does not provide explicit support for manipulating integer-valued symbolic expressions. We have implemented our own rules for manipulating such expressions on top of Mathematica. Furthermore, we have developed novel algorithms for computing the number of solutions to a system of constraints 23], simplifying a system of constraints 24], determining the relationship between symbolic expressions and computing lower and upper bounds of symbolic expressions 25]. Our simpli cation techniques detect tautologies, contradictions and redundant constraints. If there are equalities in a given set of constraints, then they are solved for a speci c variable included in the equality and substituted in the set of constraints. All techniques target wide classes of linear and non-linear symbolic expressions and constraints. For detailed information about our manipulation and simpli cation techniques, which goes beyond the scope of this paper, the reader may refer to 23, 24, 25, 45] . Furthermore, we have also integrated our framework with the Omega library 42] developed by Prof. W. Pugh at the University of Maryland, for simplifying rst order logic expressions and constraints.
Symbolic Evaluation
Symbolic evaluation statically analyses a program at compile time. Every program statement is associated with a context C that describes the variable values, assumptions regarding and constraints between variable values and the condition under which the program statement is reached. A context C is de ned by a triple S; T; P] which includes a state S, a state condition T and a path condition P.
State S:
The state S is described by a set of variable/value pairs fV 1 = e 1 ; : : :; V n = e n g where V i is a program variable and e i a symbolic expression describing the value of V i for 1 i n. For each program variable V i there exists exactly one pair V i = e i in S. State condition T:
In traditional program execution without symbolic expressions each time a branch statement is reached the current state (variable binding) unequivocally enables the processor to determine which branch to follow. In the presence of symbolic expressions, however, the information in a state may not su ce to determine which branch to follow. Hence, some assumptions about variable values must be taken in order to symbolically evaluate branch nodes. These assumptions about variable values are described by a state condition T which is represented by a rst order logic formula. Additional constraints on variable values such as those implied by loops (recurrences), variable declarations and user assertions (specifying relationships between variable values) are also added to the state condition. Path condition P:
The path condition P describes the condition under which control ow reaches a given program statement. P is speci ed by a rst order logic formula that comprises the conditional expressions of branches that are taken to reach the program statement.
Note that all components of a context { including state information { are represented as rst order logic formulas. A sequence of statements or assertions Q j (1 j r) is symbolically evaluated by a sequence S 0 ; T 0 ; P 0 ] Q 1 S 1 ; T 1 ; P 1 ] : : :Q r S r ; T r ; P r ]. S 0 ; T 0 ; P 0 ] represents the context before Q 1 and S r ; T r ; P r ] the context after Q r . If Q i in : : : S i ; T i ; P i ] Q i S i+1 ; T i+1 ; P i+1 ] : : : does not contain side e ects (implying a change of a variable value) then S i = S i+1 otherwise S i 6 = S i+1 . In the remainder of this paper \=" and \:=" respectively refer to equivalence and assignment. In the following, we describe how symbolic evaluation is used to model various program constructs including assignments, input/output, branches, loops, recurrences, arrays and procedures.
Initializations, Assignments and Input/Output Operations
The following code excerpt includes assignment and input/output statements. For every statement Q i the corresponding context S i ; T i ; P i ] is displayed. A statement in \ ...]" denotes that this statement is not an executable statement but serves only for the purpose of illustrating the context of a given program statement.
At the beginning of the program, in principle all variable values are unde ned (?). More elaborate initializations are conducted for constants or explicit initializations of variables. For instance, Fortran 90 contains named constants, of the form \real, parameter :: A = 2.997 " which cannot be overwritten and initialization expressions such as \real :: A = 0.0" that assign an initial value to a variable in a type declaration statement which can be overwritten. In both cases the initial variable value is given by the value of the constant or the initialization expression. Additional constraints can be added to the state condition that are implied by type information (KIND function in Fortran 90) or provided by the user. The state and path conditions T 0 and P 0 are set to true which is the default case. The initialization of procedures is explained in Section 3.5.
In program statement Q 1 variables A; B are assigned an unknown value, which is speci ed by a special symbol (5) 
Conditional Statements
If the control ow of a program contains branches, the symbolic values for variables may not su ce to select a unique control ow branch. In such cases symbolic evaluation may have to follow multiple control ow branches. The impact of the control ow on the variable values is described by the state condition, whereas the condition under which the control ow reaches a program statement is given by the path condition. Both state and path conditions are speci ed as a rst order logic formula. If a conditional statement is encountered the conditional expression is evaluated by using the variable bindings of the current context. If it cannot be statically determined whether for all input data sets either the true or the false branch has to be followed then symbolic evaluation has to consider both branches. For instance, in the following program we assume that at the beginning of this code segment, X has the value x 1 and the state and path conditions T and P are true. In Q 2 a conditional expression without side-e ects is evaluated, which implies no change in the program state. However, the corresponding path condition of all statements within the then-part of this statement A con uence of two branches occurs after statement Q 7 . Two di erent contexts S 4 ; T 4 ; P 4 ] and S 6 ; T 6 ; P 6 ] reach this point. In 15] a folding operator for collapsing analysis information at con uence nodes has been described as part of symbolic execution 36]. We present a modi ed version of this operator for folding contexts which takes as arguments two program contexts and produces a new program context resulting from the composition of its arguments. Given two contexts S 0 ; T 0 ; P 0 ] and S 00 ; T 00 ; P 00 ] where S 0 = fV1 = e1; : : : ; Vn = eng S 00 = fV1 = f1; : : : ; Vn = fng the result of the application of the operator is as follows: S 0 ,T 0 ,P 0 ] S 00 ,T 00 ,P 00 ]= S 000 ,T 000 ,P 000 ] where S 000 ,T 000 ,P 000 ] is de ned such that 8i; 1 i n: S 000 = fV 1 and P 000 = P 0 _ P 00 . Therefore, at the con uence node immediately after Q 7 , the value x 2 of X can be bound to two di erent expressions. First, x 2 = ?2 5 1 if the conditional expression of Q 2 holds, otherwise x 2 = 2 5 1 . Formally this is described by (5 1 <0^x 2 = ?2 5 1 ) _ (5 1 0^x 2 = 2*5 1 ). Similar accounts for y 1 , the value of Y , which can be bound two di erent expressions depending on which branch is taken at Q 2 . In order to prevent extensive bracketing in path and state conditions in the remainder of this paper we assume conventional precedences for arithmetic expressions which have higher precedence than relational operators (=,<, , etc.). Logical operators (â nd _) have lowest precedence. Furthermore, we introduce a function to avoid long rst order logic expressions, Figure 2 . S x!e means that all occurrences of x in S are simultaneously substituted by e. The rst two rules of Figure 2 can simplify a context immediately after a branch whose conditional expression impacts the associated state condition. The third rule may simplify a context at a con uence node that implies a new function. If we replace a function by its equivalent rst order logic expression, then we can also use the simpli cation techniques described in Section 2.2 to achieve the same simpli ed result.
Another con uence of two branches occurs after statement Q 10 . Two di erent contexts S 7 ; T 7 ; P 7^y1 < 0] and S 9 ; T 9 ; P 9 ] reach this point. S 7 ; T 7 ; P 7^y1 < 0] is a dummy context of the missing else branch of statement Q 8 .
The dummy context can be easily made explicit by adding an arti cial else branch with an empty statement to every \if then statement-sequence endif" construct. S 7 ; T 7 ; P 7^y1 < 0] can be rewritten to S 0 7 = (S 7 ;Y=2*5 1 ), T 0 7 = (5 1 <0;x 2 =?2 5 1 ; x 2 =2 5 1 ), P 0 7 =2 5 1 <0] based on the rewrite rule for the function and simpli cation rule (1) of Figure 2 . At the con uence node after Q 10 the value of X can have two di erent values depending on whether or not the true-branch of Q 8 has been taken. The value of Y is identical in both contexts that reach this point.
Loops and Recurrences
Modeling loops implies a problem with recurrence (induction) variables 2 under the constraints of rst order logic. For instance, i = i + 1 is a contradiction in rst order logic. Note that \=" by de nition is not an assignment but an equivalence. Instead, we will use functions to model recurrences as follows: i(n + 1) = i(n) + 1 where i(n + 1) is the value of a variable I at the end of iteration n+1. The goal of our symbolic evaluation with respect to loops is to detect the recurrence variables, determine the recurrence system and nally nd closed forms for recurrence variables at the loop exit by solving the recurrence system. The recurrence system is given by the boundary conditions (initial values for recurrence variables in the loop preheader), the recurrence relations (implied by the assignments to the recurrence variables in the loop body) and the recurrence condition (loop or exit condition). Consider the following example: There are two recurrence variables { F and I { whose values change during execution of the loop. We introduce functions f(n) and i(n) for F and I respectively to model their values at the end of a generic n-th iteration where n 0. The boundary values for the recurrence variables are given by f(0)=y and i(0)=b which is part of the state condition T 1 . The recurrence relations are given by f(n+1) = 2 f(n) and i(n+1) = i(n)+b. Note that in general the values f(n + 1) and i(n + 1) are known only after the last statement in the loop body has been symbolically evaluated. However, our techniques for generating contexts (see Section 4) insert the recurrence system at the loop header as soon as the postbody node has been traversed which enables extracting the recurrence system from a well de ned statement (loop header).
In order to automatically compute a closed form for the recurrence variables F and I at the loop exit (after the enddo), we rst need to nd the recurrence relations and the boundary conditions for n 0 as given in the loop header context S 1 ; T 1 ; P 1 ]:
The solution (loop invariant) to the previous recurrences is given as follows:
Based on (5) and i(n) > m (recurrence condition) we can determine the last iteration of the loop which is equivalent to nding a z for which the following holds:
The ceiling operation in (8) is necessary as the loop condition is evaluated based on integer arithmetic. In order to compute the values of F and I at the loop exit we have to substitute z for n in (4) and (5) 3 are respectively identical with T 0 and P 0 . Our approach can detect all recurrences implied by recurrence variables and represent them by a recurrence system. We have implemented a recurrence solver 45] written on top of Mathematica. The recurrence solver tries to determine closed forms for recurrence variables based on their recurrence system which is directly obtained from the context at the loop header. The implementation of our recurrence solver (see also Section 5) is largely based on methods described in 27, 37] and improved by our own techniques as outlined in Section 6.
In general it is not possible to nd closed forms for every recurrence 27]. We introduce new value symbols for every unresolved variable. An unresolved variable is a recurrence variable for which no closed form can be determined. Value symbols of unresolved variables are linked with their associated recurrence system. Evaluation of unresolved variables is then done based on their value symbols instead of their recurrence system. Furthermore, we have developed an algorithm 24] to determine the monotonic behavior of unresolved variables. This can be important for applied symbolic analysis (for instance, dependence analysis) to reason about expressions containing unresolved variables.
Arrays
In this section we will describe how to precisely model array operations which includes both linear and non-linear array accesses. In the case of indirect array accesses 3 such as W(A(I)) where an index array A is used to access a speci c element of array W, our techniques commonly achieve better results (in terms of closed forms) for structural than for input dependent array accesses. Structural array references imply that array indices and index arrays are symbolic expressions whose domain is supplied by the program variables and integer constants. Array indices of input dependent array references depend on input data.
Let A be a one-dimensional array with t (t 1) array elements. A =ṽ speci es a generic value binding for every array element of A. The i-th (1 i t) element of vectorṽ corresponds to the value of the i-th array element of A. The values of multi-dimensional arrays are described by matrices instead of vectors. Furthermore, let S i =fA=ṽ,...g be the state before an assignment statement Q i+1 : A(e) = f, where e and f are symbolic expressions and e can also be an index array. Then the value of A in the state after Q i+1 is given by a function ' such that A = '(ṽ; e; f) where '(ṽ; e; f) denotes the same array element values of A as given in S i except that when applied to the index e where it yields f. For instance, '(ṽ; e; e + 1) denotes the same value binding as given byṽ except for the array element with the index e whose value is given by e + 1.
In general sequences of array assignments are modeled by chains of ' functions. For instance, A(e 1 ) = f 1 followed by A(e 2 ) = f 2 is modeled by '('(ṽ; e 1 ; f 1 ); e 2 ; f 2 ) where e 1 ; f 1 ; e 2 ; f 2 are symbolic expressions. Chains of ' functions are simpli ed by using the rules of Figure 3 .
Array accesses are modeled similarly by a function such that Q 2 describes an array assignment A(I) = M-I which is described by '(ã(n); i(n); m ? i(n)). This means that A did not change due to Q 2 except for the element with index value i(n) which received a new value m ? i(n). a(n) speci es the value binding of A at the end of the n-th iteration of the rst loop.ã(0) =ṽ speci es the value binding of A at S 0 ; T 0 ; P 0 ].
('(ṽ; e; f);g) = 
(6) is determined from S 4 ; T 4 ; P 4 ]. We derive (7) by computing the loop invariant for the recurrence of i(n) which is given by n + 1 according to Section 3.3 and consequently by substituting n + 1 for i(n) in (6) . We determine (8) by applying rule (1) of Figure 3 to (7) . If the index of W is not written in the rst loop of the example code, then W(k) accesses a value given byũ. By recursively applying rule (1) of Figure 3 we can simplify (8) to (9) . We can = m ? n ? 1 (13) ) n = m ? k ? 1 (14) (11) is obtained from S 1 ; T 1 ; P 1 ]. We derive (12) by computing the loop invariant n + 1 for the recurrence of i(n) (see Section 3.3) and by replacing it for i(n) in (11) . (12) is then simpli ed to (13) 
Procedures
In order to model procedure calls, we rst symbolically evaluate the associated procedures by using the techniques described in the previous sections. The following code segment contains a call to procedure ADIFF: Note that according to Section 2.1 we exclude aliasing of variables; therefore all actual parameters that are variables must be pairwise di erent. Note that P a is given by P b as the path condition at the start and at the end of a procedure is always true. Our strategy for handling procedures requires a single evaluation of every procedure. Only the end context of each procedure is re-evaluated for specialization of a speci c call to this procedure which is in contrast to a strategy that would require full evaluation of the entire procedure for each call to it.
Furthermore, S 0 1 ; T 0 1 ; P 0 1 ] in the previous example can be rewritten as S 00 1 ; T 00 1 ; P 00 1 ] according to simpli cation rule (2) of Figure 2 .
Parallelization of the previous code example is commonly prevented due to memory-related dependences. We will demonstrate the usefulness of our analysis for array privatization 47, 48] which is an important optimization for parallel programs that tries to eliminate such memory-related dependences. For the sake of brevity, only the most important contexts are shown. The outermost loop in the example code can be parallelized if a private copy of array W is allocated to each iteration of this loop. Array privatization is safe if in all iterations of the outermost loop a read access to an element of W must be preceded by a write access to the same element, which holds for the previous code. In order to prove that the array section read in Q 0 6 is completely covered by the array section written in Q 0 3 which demonstrates that each array element is written before read within every iteration of the outer loop.
Furthermore, in the rst iteration of the outer loop Q 0 6 reads W(M) which is written by Q 0 3 . Therefore, by using our symbolic evaluation it can be detected that privatizing W is safe for the previous example which enables parallelization of this code.
Generating Contexts for Symbolic Evaluation
The generation of contexts is explained based on the CFG G = (N; E; x; y) of a program. Every n 2 N has a unique entry context C b (n) = S b ; T b ; P b ] that describes the variable bindings and state and path conditions immediately before node n. Note that every n has only a single entry context although n may have multiple predecessors 4 . C b (x), the entry context of the CFG start node x includes the initial variable bindings and state and path condition of the CFG as described in Section 3.1. Furthermore, every CFG node n has a unique exit context C a (n; n 0 ) for each of its successor nodes n 0 2 succs(n).
C a (y; undef), the exit context of the CFG end node y, describes the context at the end of the CFG. Note that y does not have a successor node; therefore, the second parameter of C a is set to undef. Let cond expr(n,n 0 ) denote the conditional expression that governs traversal of the edge (n,n 0 ). If n has only a single successor node n 0 , then cond expr(n,n 0 ) = true. If n has two or more successor nodes, then every time n is executed at execution time, exactly one conditional expression of all outgoing edges from n is true, all others are false. Figure 4 illustrates the entry and exit contexts for a generic CFG node n. At the beginning of our algorithm we initialize the exit context of all postbody nodes to > which speci es an unde ned context. This is important for computing the entry context of loop header nodes. Note that according to Section 2.1 all postbody nodes have only a single successor node (loop header). Figure 5 shows our algorithm that generates the entry and exit contexts for every node n 2 N by traversing the CFG in reverse postorder. For every node n we call two procedures gen context entry and gen context exit that, respectively, generate the entry and exit contexts of n. Note that according to 33] the reverse postorder sorts a reducible ow graph in topological order which enables the algorithm to generate the entry and exit contexts of all CFG nodes { except for preheader and procedure end nodes { through a single traversal of the CFG. In other words, every time our algorithm traverses a node n 2 N it is guaranteed that the exit contexts of all nodes in preds(n) are already generated. Only loop preheader and procedure end nodes must be traversed more than once.
We can generate contexts for an entire program (including main program and all procedures) by using gen context. Every procedure including the main program is represented through a unique CFG. Based on the assumption of an acyclic procedure call graph we invoke gen context for every procedure exactly once while traversing the call graph bottom up. This guarantees that the contexts of a procedure have already been generated at the time where gen context encounters the associated procedure call. Moreover, according to Section 3.5 for every call statement q to a procedure R, our algorithm accesses the end context of R in order to compute the context after q.
In order to describe gen context entry and gen context exit we de ne for every n 2 N a predicate type(n) which speci es the type of the statement (ASSIGNMENT, GOTO, READ, CONDITIONAL, CALL, PREHEADER, POSTEXIT and POSTBODY) associated with n. Furthermore, for every loop exit node n, we introduce a predicate recurrence cond(n) that speci es the (recurrence) condition under which the associated loop is exited at n.
Procedure gen context entry (see Figure 6 ) describes how to create the entry context of a node n. First, it is examined whether n is the start node of the CFG whose entry context is initialized by function init start node according to Section 3.1. Otherwise, n has at least one predecessor. In order to generate the entry context of n, the folding operator is applied to the exit contexts of all nodes in preds(n). Note that if n corresponds to a loop header, the folding operation is de ned due to initialization of the associated postbody's exit context. Figure 7 shows the properties that hold for the folding operator.
C C = C C > = C Figure 7 : Properties of the folding operator (C, C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are contexts).
If a node n is traversed that corresponds to the preheader node of a loop L, then function init preheader(n) is invoked which initializes C b (n) with the following information:
The value of every recurrence variable V of L is set to a unique v(i) where i corresponds to a generic loop iteration. If a postexit node n of a loop L is traversed then a function update postexit is invoked which tries to compute closed forms for all recurrence variables based on the recurrence system according to the strategy outlined in Section 3.3. The recurrence relations and boundary conditions are derived from the preheader of L and the recurrence condition from P b (n). The values of recurrence variables are then replaced in C b (n) by their associated closed forms. If a closed form for a recurrence variable V cannot be computed then the value of V is set to a unique v(z) in S b (n). z corresponds to the last loop iteration where L is exited at n. All occurrences of values of V are replaced by v(z) in C b (n). Furthermore, z = minfi j recurrence cond(n)g is inserted through a conjunction in T b (n). As reasoning about recurrence variables that are represented by a recurrence system is a complex task, our current implementation introduces new value symbols for every recurrence variable for which no closed form can be determined. These value symbols are linked with their associated recurrence system. Evaluation of recurrence variables for which no closed form can be found is then done based on their value symbols instead of their recurrence system.
Procedure gen context exit (see Figure 8) generates the exit contexts of a node n based on the entry context of n and the semantics of the statement associated with n. If n corresponds to the postbody node of a loop L, then function gen context exit has traversed the entire loop body of L. A function update preheader(n) is invoked to insert the recurrence relations { obtained from C b (n) { for all recurrence variables in the preheader node of L. Furthermore, the loop invariant is computed { based on the recurrence relations and the boundary conditions { and stored in the preheader node of L.
A function eval exit context is invoked in gen context exit in order to compute the exit context C a (n; n 0 ) of n with respect to every speci c n 0 2 succs(n). Function side e ect(n; C) evaluates all nodes n associated with an AS-SIGNMENT, READ or CALL statement that may imply a side-e ect. Let C = S = fV 1 = e 1 ; : : :; V n = e n g; T; P] and n corresponds to an ASSIGNMENT statement of the following form V i := expr where expr is a symbolic expression de ned over variables V 1 ; :::; V n , then side e ect(n; C = S; T; P ]) = fV1 = e1; :::; Vi = eval(expr; C); :::; Vn = eng; T; P ] a READ statement of the following form read(V i ), then side e ect(n; C = S; T; P ]) = fV1 = e1; :::; Vi = 5;:::;Vn = eng; T; P ] Note that a read statement may imply additional constraints (for instance, input of positive integers instead of general integers) on the value of V i which are added to the state condition of the associated exit context. a CALL statement, then side e ect(n; C) is computed according to the method described in Section 3.5.
The default case considers all statements without side-e ects. For unconditional statements the exit context is given by the entry context. For branch statements we have to distinguish three cases: First, if the path condition of the entry context implies that cond is true, then the path conditions of both entry and exit contexts are identical.
Second, P 0 is set to false if we can statically determine that the branch from n to n 0 can never be taken. Third, if it is not possible to statically determine whether a branch is taken or not, then we have to add the associated branch condition to P 0 through a conjunction.
In order to improve the e ciency of symbolic evaluation and to reduce the associated memory requirement our implementation only stores symbolic evaluation information in a node n that re ects the semantics of n. Information that has been propagated from predecessor nodes to n is accessible from n through linked lists.
The overall algorithm traverses every node and all its predecessors once and each loop preheader at a maximum three times (once each by the reverse postorder traversal, update postexit and update preheader). Furthermore, every end context of a procedure is accessed once for each call to it.
In general, all symbolic analyses { about which the authors are aware of { that compute exact values of variables, manipulate and simplify symbolic expressions, and resolve recurrences require exponential complexity. This accounts for our own approach as well.
Experiments
We have implemented a prototype of our symbolic evaluation framework as part of VFCS, a parallelizing compiler, and P 3 T, a performance estimator for parallel programs. Our system for manipulating symbolic expressions and constraints, as well as our techniques for simplifying expressions and constraints, comparing symbolic expressions and computing the number of solutions to a system of constraints have been fully implemented. The current implementation of our recurrence solver handles recurrences of the following kind: linear recurrence variables (incremented inside a loop by a symbolic expression de ned over constants and invariants), polynomial recurrence variables (incremented by a linear symbolic expression de ned over constants, invariants and recurrence variables) and geometric recurrence variables (incremented by a term which contains a recurrence variable multiplied by an invariant). Our algorithm 25] for computing lower and upper bounds of symbolic expressions based on a set of constraints is used to detect whether a recurrence variable monotonically increases or decreases. Even if no closed form can be found for a recurrence variable, monotonicity information may be useful, for instance, to determine whether a pair of references can ever touch the same address. The current implementation of our symbolic evaluation framework models assignments, GOTO, IF, simple I/O and array statements, DO-loops and procedures. In the following we describe several experiments to measure the potential bene ts of symbolic evaluation for improving the performance of parallel programs.
Empirical Results
In this section we present empirical results to demonstrate the need for more advanced symbolic analysis techniques as covered by our symbolic evaluation framework. For this study we used several Fortran programs that have been taken from the Perfect, RiCEPS (Rice Compiler Evaluation Program Suite) and Genesis benchmark suites 6, 1] as well as from the WIEN95 software package 7]. The latter code has been developed by the chemistry department of the Vienna University of Technology and is used for quantum mechanical calculations of solids. Table 1 provides a brief description, and the number of lines and subroutines for each program. In Table 2 we report on the frequencies of some important program constructs/features that are currently not adequately handled by most existing compiler techniques. The data is presented as a percentage of the total number of references, loops, variables, or expressions. For instance, 14 % of all array references in the BDNA code are non-linear. The two columns about \advanced dep. test" re ect the need of advanced dependence testing. Furthermore, many of the codes contain linear references with symbolic coe cients (re ected by the third column in Table 2 ). Without additional information about these coe cients conventional dependence analyses imply worst-case assumptions (assume a dependence). However, most of these symbolic coe cients in linear references in the codes of BDNA  14  23  14  0  95  55  95  11  1  MDG  3  15  0  0  100  71  91  10  0  MG3D  1  22  1  0  97  26  90  8  5  OCEAN  23  8  0  0  100  40  83  10  0  TRFD  3  4  3  0  100  57  99  3  1  TRACK  3  10  2  0  100  43  95  10  3  HNS  67  11  0  15  100  80  80  15  0  PDE2  18  8  12  0  100  84  90  12  0   Table 2 : Program characteristics and e ectiveness of symbolic evaluation. All gures are given as percentage values.
The next two columns in Table 2 summarize the frequencies of indirect array references which can go up to 15 %. For other codes of the perfect benchmarks, such as spice (not included in our study) up to 60 % of all array subscripts correspond to indirect array references as reported in 27]. All array accesses are precisely modeled by our symbolic evaluation techniques even in the case where we cannot nd closed forms. For most array references excluding input dependent indirection arrays we can determine useful results in terms of closed forms. Although the number of indirection arrays appear to be small they may be signi cant in terms of performance. For instance, a single loop nest in TRFD code, that contains an indirect array reference, if not parallelized, accounts for close to 25 % of the overall execution time. Our symbolic evaluation techniques actually enable dependence testing of most non input dependent indirect array references as shown in Table 2 . Similar accounts for all array references with linear subscript expressions. The two columns about \closed forms" tabulate for each program the percentage of all recurrences (loop and other variables) for which our symbolic evaluation nds a closed form. \Other variables" correspond to scalar variables that cannot be eliminated by scalar forward substitution and whose value changes inside of loops. In most cases it is very critical to nd closed forms for recurrences as they commonly appear in array subscripts which are subject of dependence analysis.
The next column (\bounds/subscript expr. as a function of problem size") demonstrates that our symbolic evaluation techniques can express most variables appearing in loop bounds (lower and upper bound and stride expressions) and array subscript expressions as functions of the problem size.
Finally the last two columns tabulate the percentage of loops with procedure calls or multiple exits. Although the number of these loops is small, in most cases they signi cantly impact the overall execution time. For instance, all loops with multiple exits of the TRACK code amount for approximately 40 % of the overall sequential execution time. D. Wonnacott 51] shows how to handle breaks from loops and gives rules for interprocedural analysis but apparently has not yet implemented these techniques. Except for Wonnacott's work and our symbolic evaluation framework we are not aware of any symbolic analysis technique that actually handles loops with multiple exits. We believe that modeling procedure calls is very important in order to detect and exploit sources of parallelism in particular in the case of procedure calls inside of loops.
Symbolic Evaluation to Optimize Communication
In the second experiment we demonstrate the e ectiveness of symbolic evaluation to optimize communication. Consider the HPF code in Figure 9 which contains array index expressions that depend on a condition outside of a loop. The values for N and M are assumed to be unknown at compile time except that they are positive integers. Figure 10 shows the parallel code generated by VFCS without symbolic evaluation assuming block distribution 34, 5] for array A onto NP processors. Block distribution speci es that the array is divided into contiguous blocks. The work distribution for this code under VFCS is based on the \owner computes rule" which means that the processor that owns a datum will perform the computations that make an assignment to this datum. Non-local data referenced by a processor are bu ered in so-called overlap areas that extend the memory allocated for the local segment (owned by a processor according to the data distribution strategy). VFCS optimizes communica- Figure 10 implies that the processor which owns A(N-I+MIN) sends this element to the processor which owns A(N-I). E 3 behaves similarly. E 2 and E 3 imply a large communication overhead, as they are executed inside a loop. If it can be proved that N-I+MIN and M-I+MAX (right-hand side array index expressions of Q) are both larger than or equal to N-I (left-hand side array index expression of Q), then E 2 and E 3 can be vectorized. This can be achieved by using our symbolic evaluation techniques as follows: First, eval(N-I+MIN-(N-I), S 4 ; T 4 ; P 4 ])= eval(MIN, S 4 ; T 4 ; P 4 ]) = x where (n>m;x=m;x=n) according to T 2 of Figure 11 . Based on T 1 we can conclude that x 0 and consequently E 2 of Figure 10 can be vectorized. Second, eval(M-I+MAX-(N-I) , S 4 ; T 4 ; P 4 ]) = eval(M-N+MAX, S 4 ; T 4 ; P 4 ]) = m-n+y where (n>m;y=n;y=m) according to T 2 of Figure 11 . Consequently, if n>m then m-n+y=m otherwise n m and m-n+y=2*m-n. We can deduce that m 0 and 2*m-n 0 based on T 1 . Therefore, E 3 of Figure 10 can be vectorized. Note that the previous two evaluations of the function eval also determine the overlap areas associated with the corresponding communication statements. This yields the following communication statements which are placed immediately outside the loop (not shown in Figure 11 where U 1 = u 1 such that (n>m;u 1 =m;u 1 =n) and U 2 = u 2 with (n>m;u 2 =m;u 2 =2*m-n). U 1 and U 2 in E 2 and E 3 , respectively, specify the right extension of the associated overlap area. In order to eliminate redundant communication by communication coalescing 26] we have to verify whether the data transferred by one communication statement is already implied by another. By comparing the lower and upper bounds ( 24] -see also Section 2.2) of the associated overlap areas our framework can determine that E 1 and E 2 are made redundant by E 3 . Figure 11 shows the nal code as implied by VFCS with symbolic evaluation. Note that E is equivalent to the previously shown E 3 . Statement Q 4 is inserted to compute the di erent values of the overlap area U depending on whether or not n > m. Table 3 : Meiko CS-2 (8 processors) execution times for codes of Figure 10 and 11 Table 3 tabulates the execution times on a Meiko CS-2 machine for various problem sizes and a xed machine size (8 processors) for the codes shown in Figure 10 (VFCS w/o symbolic evaluation) { and Figure 11 (VFCS with symbolic evaluation). The resulting improvement (execution time of column 3 divided by execution time of column 4) that is gained by using symbolic evaluation varies from 3 to 62 and is shown in column 5. N signi cantly impacts the performance for the codes produced by VFCS w/o symbolic evaluation as the loop iteration count is directly proportional to N and large portions of the communication remain inside the loop. This is also the reason why VFCS w/o symbolic evaluation does not achieve any speedup for this code. For the code versions that are based on symbolic evaluation, it is the size of the overlap area (last column) that dominates the performance. For instance, the longest execution time has been measured for M = 768 and N = 256 which also implies the largest overlap area 2 768 ? 256 = 1280. The speedup gures range from 1.5 -7 depending on the size of the overlap area. Note that the overlap column (Ovp) of Table 3 re ects only the overlap for EXSR statement E in Figure 11 . Computation time as part of the total execution time for the codes that are optimized based on symbolic evaluation varies between 1 -70 %. The smaller the overlap area the larger the percentage of computation time as part of the total execution time. Communication takes by far the largest portion (close to 99 %) of the total execution time for the VFCS codes generated without symbolic evaluation.
Symbolic Evaluation to Optimize OLDA
In the second experiment we use OLDA which is the dominant routine in the TRFD program of the Perfect Benchmarks 6] to demonstrate more general improvements obtained by using symbolic evaluation. The OLDA code contains conditional assignments and GOTOs, recurrences, non-linear loop bounds and array index expressions. Table 4 displays the execution times as obtained on a Meiko CS-2 for various problem (N) and machine sizes (number of processors NP) for two di erent parallelization strategies. First, we optimized and parallelized OLDA by using VFCS without symbolic evaluation (column 3). Second, we compiled the codes by using VFCS with symbolic evaluation (column 4) which in particular reduced communication and also partially improved dependence analysis.
Although cyclic distribution has been shown 28] to imply reasonable performance gains over block distribution, we have considered only block distribution as the current VFCS version does not support cyclic distribution.
We ran our tests on 4, 8, 16 and 32 processors on a Meiko CS-2 for two di erent problem sizes N = 4 and N = 8. Optimizations made possible by symbolic evaluation reduced the total execution time by up to 27 %. By resolving recurrences symbolic evaluation eliminates several dependences that cannot be handled by VFCS without symoblic evaluation. By far the largest portion of the performance improvement obtained by our symbolic evaluation is caused by a reduced communication overhead. The ability to compare non-linear loop bound and index expressions allowed us to eliminate redundant communication which is not done by VFCS without symbolic evaluation. Symbolic evaluation reduces only a small portion of OLDA's computation time. OLDA's computational overhead is of the order O(N 4 ) and the communication overhead is of the order O(N 2 ). Therefore, by increasing the problem size N, the communication takes a smaller portion of the total execution time and the in uence of our symbolic evaluation becomes less apparent. Similarly, when increasing the number of processors for a xed problem size the percentage of reducing execution time increases which is caused by an increased communication overhead whereas the computation remains unchanged. Figures 12 and 13 plot the execution times of the HNS code for various problem (N) and machine sizes on a Meiko CS-2 for two di erent parallelization strategies. First, HNS has been parallelized and optimized by using VFCS without symbolic evaluation ( Figure 12 ). Due to many non-linear array references the compiler is unable to determine the absence of data dependences which results in sequentializing the core loops of HNS and as a consequence in a performance slowdown for increasing number of processors. Moreover, VFCS inserts a mask for every array assignment statement in order to enforce the \owner computes rule". In addition, the compiler introduces for every right-hand-side array reference a function call that examines whether or not this reference must be communicated for a particular instance of the array assignment. The extra computational overhead implied by masks and function calls is the rst order performance e ect for smaller problem sizes. Communication becomes the predominated factor for increasing problem sizes.
Second, we used our symbolic evaluation to improve the parallelization and optimization techniques of VFCS. Based on symbolic evaluation the compiler can parallelize all core loops of HNS without communication. Symbolic evaluation also enables the compiler to generate more e cient code as compared to compiling the program without symbolic evaluation. Instead of including function calls to ensure the \owner computes rule", loop bounds can now be parameterized 22] such that every processor is restricted to those loop iterations where local data (owned by the processor) is written. VFCS with symbolic evaluation results in a performance gain (see Figure 13 ) that scales reasonable well for increasing processor numbers and, therefore, clearly outperforms the version without symbolic evaluation. The execution time and memory requirement to compile the HNS code by VFCS without code generation and symbolic evaluation on a Sparc 10 workstation is 4.36 seconds and 2 MBytes, respectively. Whereas compiling HNS with symbolic evaluation takes 7.26 seconds and requires 3.1 MBytes memory space.
6 Related Work and Discussion P. and R. Cousot 16] pioneered abstract interpretation as a theory of semantic approximation for systematic data and control ow analysis of sequential programs. In abstract interpretation a program denotes computations in some universe of objects. According to 16], abstract interpretation rst, can be considered as a mathematical theory to unify many program analyses, and second, useful results are commonly only achieved if substantially enriched for particular applications. Despite its fundamentally incomplete results (for instance, due to approximations) abstract interpretation may allow to answer questions which tolerate an imprecise answer. Many program analysis systems that are used in modern parallelizing compilers are based on abstract interpretation. Blume and Eigenmann 10] use abstract interpretation to extract and propagate constraints about variable ranges in shared memory parallel programs. P. Cousot and N. Halbwachs 17] compute and propagate constraints through a sequential program based on abstract interpretation. Constraints between program variables are represented as n-dimensional convex polyhedrons and are restricted to linear inequality relationships. Neither interprocedural analysis nor e ective techniques to eliminate redundant constraints are included in their approach. M. Haghighat and C. Polychronopoulos 29] describe a variety of symbolic analysis techniques based on abstract interpretation. The information of all incoming paths to a statement is intersected { at the cost of analysis accuracy { in order to reduce the amount of information to be maintained for each program statement. Their approach excludes an explicit model for arrays which prevents handling of array references as part of symbolic expressions (although array subscript expressions can be compared for dependence analysis). They do not propagate predicates guarding the conditional values of variables through a program.
The main di erences between abstract interpretation and symbolic evaluation are as follows: First, symbolic evaluation precisely represents the values of program variables whereas abstract interpretation commonly approximates a program's computations. Second, path conditions or predicates guarding conditional variable values are not included in abstract interpretation. Third, applications of abstract interpretation are faced with a trade-o between the level of abstraction and the precision of the analysis. Although abstract interpretation may have a better computational complexity, its approximated information may not be accurate enough to be useful. Fourth, the underlying analysis representation is fundamentally di erent. Whereas we introduced program contexts (state, state condition, and path condition) as a novel basis for symbolic evaluation, abstract interpretation is primarily based on state (function from variables to abstract symbolic values) information only.
J. King 36] introduced symbolic execution of programs where a program is actually executed based on symbolic input. In 15] symbolic execution has been used for software specialization.
T Figure 14 where the value of B is computed as a function of the input value of A. SSA and G-SSA form (Figure 15 ) require explicit analysis to determine that the value of B depends on the input value of the read statement. By contrast the code based on symbolic evaluation (Figure 16 ) directly presents the value of B as a function of the input value 5 without additional analysis. For this reason G-SSA and SSA forms seem to be less amenable to performance oriented compiler optimizations and performance analysis where the resulting analysis information should be expressed as a function over problem sizes. For instance, it is very desirable to provide performance information as parameterized functions over the number of processors, array sizes and input data. These parameterized functions can then be employed to compute the optimal number of processors and array sizes to be used for a speci c parallel machine 28, 12] . P. Havlak 32] used G-SSA form to build a global value graph and conduct interprocedural analysis to support symbolic dependence testing, array section analysis, and test elision. He does not address the issue of modeling recurrences.
P. Tu and D. Padua 47, 48] developed a system for computing symbolic values of expressions using a demanddriven backward analysis based on G-SSA form. Their backward-driven analysis can be faster and less memory intensive than our approach if local analysis information su ces to obtain a result. However, if local information is not su cient, they may have to examine large portions of a program. An additional algorithm and analysis is required to determine the path condition as G-SSA form does not explicitly incorporate this information. Symbolic evaluation directly represents path conditions in the context information. Furthermore, whereas in symbolic evaluation values of symbolic expressions and variables are determined based on local information of a program context, Tu's and Padua's method requires an additional backward-driven substitution algorithm based on G-SSA form. In contrast to our representation describing symbolic expression values based on G-SSA can imply signi cant redundancy. Consider the code of Section 3. For recurrences Tu and Padua cannot directly determine the corresponding system of recurrences from a given G-SSA form. Instead they need to apply a sequence of substitution rules to G-SSA form, interpret the result as a function (lambda calculus), rewrite the function in the terms of recursive sequence in combinatorial mathematics before they nally use standard techniques to resolve the system of recurrences. Our approach enables us to directly extract the system of recurrences from our data representation without additional analysis. Tu and Padua do not explain how symbolic expressions without gating functions are simpli ed and compared which is non-trivial. In 47, 48] they describe that two expressions e 1 ; e 2 without gating functions can be compared by their method i e 1 ? e 2 is a constant. We developed highly e cient techniques 24, 25, 23] for comparing symbolic expressions, computing bounds of symbolic expressions, and simplifying systems of symbolic constraints which are considerably more e ective. For instance, comparing symbolic expressions is done based on a system of constraints (contained in the context information). If the di erence of e 1 ? e 2 is not a constant it may still be possible to determine a useful result based on the constraints given and the underlying algorithm employed. In addition, their approach to compare symbolic expressions with gating functions can be substantially improved. For instance, for the purpose of comparing two expressions their techniques transform i > (i > j; j; i?1) into i > j and thus do not incorporate the predicate in the function to determine that the result of this expression is true. Our techniques 24, 25, 23] can easily determine that the result of this expression is true by considering the condition of the gamma function. Moreover, in Tu's and Padua's system expressions of the form e(c) { expression value e at a statement with path condition c { are rewritten to e if e does not contain gating functions. Again important information is lost by their expression manipulation system which can imply critical approximations that may no longer be useful. They do not state how to handle division, multiplication, and exponentiation as part of operations de ned over symbolic expressions which has been addressed by our expression manipulation and simpli cation system 24, 25, 23]. Tu's and Padua's approach avoids modeling of procedures by full in-line expansion.
M. Gerlek, et al. 27] developed a recurrence solver based on a classi cation system of linear induction variables as part of the Nascent compiler. We partially employ their techniques for resolving linear, polynomial and geometric recurrence variables. Their method uses SSA form without employing path conditions and propagation of constraints about program variables. Gerlek et al. cannot handle loops with multiple exits, conditional recurrences, array references as part of recurrences (for instance, I = I + A(I)), and indirect array references. They also have problems with interprocedural analysis. For instance, variables as procedure parameters cannot be handled in recurrences. An important di erence between their work and our approach is the way how recurrences are detected and represented. Our approach enables us to represent all recurrence systems implied by recurrence variables. Gerlek et al. classify recurrences without representing them. They couple detecting and resolving recurrences which makes their system more di cult to extend for new recurrence classes. Except for simple cases Gerlek does not state how to determine the monotonic behavior for unresolved variables (no closed form can be found) whereas we have developed a very e ective algorithm 24] for this problem.
Our symbolic evaluation framework has a promising potential for sparse representation of analysis information and demand driven analysis. For instance, analysis information can be stored at selected program statements such as at the entry and exit of loops and procedures. Analysis can be restricted to code segments, by assigning unknown symbolic values to all variables at the entry of the code segment selected. Modeling arrays, recurrences, procedures, etc. can be selectively turned on and o . Furthermore, if the values of a subset of variables should be computed at a speci c statement, we can use conventional USE/DEF information to reduce the list of variables to be maintained in a program context. Finally, analysis information is implemented as a linked list of contexts. Only the semantic information implied by a statement Q is actually included in the context of Q. A link is included to the predecessor contexts that hold the remaining information valid at Q.
Conclusion
Existing compilers are unable to e ectively parallelize and optimize programs on today's multiprocessor architectures primarily due to the lack of advanced and accurate compiler analysis. This paper introduces a novel and uni ed compile-time framework to support software tools in parallelizing and optimizing programs. Our framework is based on symbolic evaluation and combines both data and control ow analysis. The most important features and contributions of our approach are as follows: novel representation of analysis information, the program context, which includes three components: variable values, assumptions about and constraints between variable values, and path condition rst order logic representation of program contexts (existing software for standard symbolic manipulation can be used) program context components can be separately accessed at well-de ned program points single traversal of the input program su cient to compute all program contexts linear and non-linear symbolic expressions are supported representation of computations as symbolic expressions de ned over the program's problem size (supports performance driven optimization) accurately modeling of assignment and input/output statements, branches, loops, recurrences, arrays (including indirect accesses) and procedures new techniques to simplify program contexts new techniques are employed to compare symbolic expressions, compute lower and upper bounds of symbolic expressions, count the number of solutions to a system of constraints, and simplify systems of constraints We do not know of any other system that models a similar large class of program constructs based on a comprehensive and uni ed analysis representation that explicitly captures exact information about variable values, assumptions about and constraints between variable values, path conditions, recurrence systems, and side-e ect information of procedure calls. Although we have examined our framework for Fortran programs, the underlying techniques are equally applicable to any similar imperative programming language.
Empirical results based on a variety of benchmark codes demonstrate among others the need for advanced analyses to handle non-linear and indirect array references, procedure calls, and multiple exit loops as covered by our symbolic evaluation. Most conventional approaches cannot e ectively handle such program constructs.
Preliminary performance results based on a prototype implementation of our symbolic evaluation framework as part of a parallelizing compiler for distributed memory architectures con rm the e ectiveness of our method to support symbolic dependence testing and various optimizations (including communication vectorization and elimination of redundant communication) which can result in signi cant performance improvements of parallel programs.
Symbolic evaluation is also being used as part of P 3 T 21, 22] , a state-of-the-art performance estimator, in order to estimate the work distribution 23] of parallel programs as a parameterized function de ned over unknown problem sizes.
Currently, we are extending several compiler optimizations for distributed memory architectures to exploit the prototype implementation of our symbolic evaluation framework under VFCS. We are also working on modeling recursive procedures and adding alias and pointer analysis. In the future, we plan to conduct more extensive experiments, to study the performance impact of other optimizations captured by our framework such as reducing the number of cache misses and optimizing parallel input/output. Furthermore, our techniques are not restricted to compilers and tools for parallel architectures. They can be equally important to compiler analysis and tools for sequential architectures, program testing 36], program veri cation 13], software specialization 15], software reuse 14], pattern matching and concept comprehension 20], etc. We plan to investigate the application of our framework to some of these computer science areas.
